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Abstract
Asymmetric Multicore Processors (AMP) offer a unique

opportunity to integrate many kinds of cores together with
each core optimized for different uses. However, the im-
pact of techniques for exploiting high Memory Level Paral-
lelism (MLP) on core specialization and selection on AMPs
has not been investigated. Extracting high memory-level
parallelism is essential to tolerate long memory latencies,
and such techniques are critical for speeding up single-
threaded codes which are memory bound. In this work, we
explored multiple core configurations with different widths
and frequencies and concluded that a narrow faster core is
better than a wide slower core for regions of high MLP.

We use an effective hardware-level scheduling mecha-
nism, which requires identifying MLP phases on the fly
and scheduling execution on the appropriate core. We suc-
cessfully exploit the custom MLP core during clustered L2
misses and otherwise use the wider issue core. Compared
to a single-core design optimized for both modes of op-
eration, our AMP design provides a geometric mean per-
formance improvement of 4% and 10% for SPECint and
SPECfp, respectively, with a maximum speedup of 19.5%.
For the same study, it achieves a 10% and 25% energy
delay2 reduction fo SPECint and SPECfp, respectively.

1 Introduction
Asymmetric Multicore Processors (AMPs) have been

proposed as a means to achieve an improved performance
per watt ratio for a wide range of applications [14, 15, 16],
when compared to Symmetric Multicore Processor Sys-
tems. This advantage comes from the way AMPs can
exploit diverse behavior across and within applications.
Applications targeted by AMPs tend to be split into two
groups: single-threaded sequential applications or paral-
lel applications. A further classification of single-threaded
applications is: CPU-intensive applications, which have
high amounts of instruction level parallelism (ILP), and
Memory-intensive, which have high cache-miss rates and
thus high amounts of processor stall time.

AMPs have been shown to be beneficial when execut-

ing the CPU-intensive single-threaded applications on the
powerful cores [1] while being more power efficient for the
Memory-intensive single threaded applications by execut-
ing on the simpler cores during regions of high L2 cache
miss rates [14]. Finally, AMPs provide higher performance
per watt when executing highly parallel applications on a
group of simpler cores [16].

Despite being in the multi-core era, sequential perfor-
mance matters. Memory level parallelism (MLP) has been
proposed as a way to boost the performance of applications
that stall frequently. Rather than waiting for one access at
a time, the goal is to exploit available memory bandwidth
to request many memory accesses at once. A variety of
hardware-only MLP enhancing techniques have been pro-
posed [6, 18, 9, 19, 8, 3, 13, 31, 17, 27, 30]. These tech-
niques are advantageous since they can transparently ac-
celerate sequential codes, but they are limited by their high
energy consumption.

Some of these MLP techniques leverage precomputa-
tion to issue loads in advance. Other techniques lever-
age hardware within a single core to detect a long latency
load then speculate past it to generate overlapping misses
[9, 3, 13, 31]. Multithreaded approaches have been consid-
ered which automatically construct prefetching threads[9],
or tightly couple two cores to act as a large instruction win-
dow [30]. Given the importance of tolerating long laten-
cies to memory within a single thread, future processors
will likely incorporate techniques to overlap long latency
misses.

Given the performance benefits of techniques for boost-
ing MLP, a key question is how to best integrate high MLP
techniques on an AMP. The possible answers to this ques-
tion are not trivial or obvious. For example, applications
which benefit the most from MLP techniques tend to have a
low IPC and favor simpler cores for power-efficient perfor-
mance, thereby favoring the integration of MLP techniques
on such cores. But, when MLP techniques are added to the
cores, past studies have shown that wider cores are needed
to extract enough cache misses to make high MLP tech-
niques worthwhile [4]. On the other hand, smaller cores
can run faster with better power efficiency than larger cores.
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Therefore, core selection for MLP will depend on the be-
havioral characteristics of applications with problematic L2
miss rates, the core-level needs of MLP techniques, and the
design implications of different core widths.

This article makes the following contributions:

• We are the first to design an AMP which couples an
independent ILP core with a customized core, that in-
corporates an MLP technique.

• We explore the customization of our MLP technique
by investigating different combinations of core de-
signs for code regions with varied L2 miss rates. With
this analysis, we can identify trends in core behavior
and pinpoint a better core design among those studied
for our MLP technique.

• For Checkpointed L2 Miss Processing with Value Pre-
diction (CLP+VP), a scheme similar to CAVA [3] and
Clear [13], we find that a narrower 2-wide issue core
outperforms a 4-wide issue core. This advantage is
born from the interaction of higher frequency and the
systematic behavior of CLP+VP. Overall, our analysis
advocates an Asymmetric Multicore Processor design
that supports MLP by integrating CLP+VP on the 2-
wide issue core.

• We propose Symbiotic Core Execution (SCE) to ex-
ploit fine grained differences in application behavior
to run moderate to high MLP regions on the narrower
core customized for MLP and the other regions on an
aggressive 4-wide issue core designed for high ILP.

• For SCE, we identify an effective scheduling mecha-
nism which judiciously switches cores to exploit re-
gions of high MLP on the customized MLP core with-
out incurring too much overhead from switching.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives an overview of AMPs and the MLP enhancing tech-
nique we consider; Section 3 presents a detailed study of
different core designs for varying levels of MLP. Section 4
describes our proposed Symbiotic Core Execution; Sec-
tion 5 discusses our methodology and provides a detailed
evaluation. Section 6 is devoted to related work, and Sec-
tion 7 concludes.

2 Background
2.1 Asymmetric Multicore Processors with Core

Customization
AMP customization works by tailoring a core for the par-

ticular needs of an application or workload. For example,
some applications benefit tremendously from variations in
branch predictor design, cache size, or issue window size
[15, 20] that would not be generally applicable to a wide
range of programs. By building many customized cores
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Figure 1: Scaling of Issue Queue in terms of Delay, Area,
and Peak Power

that target such behaviors, applications can benefit more by
running on the customized core than running on a core de-
signed for the general case.

Designing customized cores requires a careful design
space and design cost exploration. A processor design has
an associated cost, where the cost can be quantified in terms
of propagation delay, power consumption, die area, design
effort, manufacturability, or fault vulnerability. A complex
microarchitecture might enhance IPC, but at the same time
could increase the propagation delay. For instance, increas-
ing the size of the issue window and issue width can boost
IPC for applications with abundant ILP, but at the same
time, clock rate may decrease to accommodate the larger
content addressable memory and deeper select tree.

Fabscalar[5], is a state of the art tool that enables archi-
tects to synthesize customized designs and evaluate the ef-
fects of different designs, in great detail, in terms of fre-
quency, area and power. Using fabscalar we can synthesize
a Verilog model of an arbitrary superscalar processor and
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analyze how sizing structures can affect frequency. Fig-
ures 1(a) 1(b) 1(c) show the impact of increasing the issue
window on the delay, area, and peak energy consumption
of the wakeup-select logic for different issue widths. These
assume a 45nm technology and the same input voltage. As
we can see from the graph the smaller the width and issue
queue size the faster the clock frequency can be.

We used Fabscalar to perform a design space exploration
that searched for the fastest 1-wide, 2-wide, and 4-wide
issue cores. In our search, we assumed a pipelined ar-
chitecture with a constant depth and fixed supply voltage,
then we varied the issue width and all related microarchi-
tectural structures. We found that the 4-wide cores maxi-
mum frequency was 3GHz, the 2-wide core frequency was
3.6GHz and the 1-wide core had a maximum frequency of
4.5GHz (more architectural details can be found in Sec-
tion 5.1). The design search considers all possible timing
critical paths of a modern superscalar out-of-order proces-
sor, for example wake-select logic, rename logic, cache ac-
cess time etc. [21], to synthesize a processor with a realis-
tic clock frequency. Since we keep the total pipeline depth
constant for our exploration, the synthesized core reflects
the trade-off between the pipeline complexity and the prop-
agation delay.

As in any design space exploration, it is important to
search an appropriate set of designs. Fabscalar considers
many circuit-level and architecture-level optimizations, al-
though it is not exhaustive. Therefore, a design team could
find other core designs our search did not consider. In gen-
eral, however, attempts to increase the frequency through
microarchitectural complexity do not always have the ex-
pected effect on performance, area, or power consump-
tion. For example, while pipelining can help mitigate the
increased propagation delay for larger structures or wider
processors, it can also lead to a decreased IPC [12, 2].
While our exploration is not exhaustive, we believe the
relative performance, while not absolutely the same, may
be indicative of what a state-of-the-art design team could
achieve in industry.

In the rest of the article, we use the core designs found
by Fabscalar to investigate how to customize an AMP for
our MLP technique.
2.2 Checkpointed L2 Miss Processing with

Value Prediction: CLP+VP
Several MLP mechanisms have been described in previ-

ous work, such as Runahead Execution [19], CAVA [3], and
others [13, 17]. Our basic mechanism, shown in Figure 2(a)
adopts some features from CAVA [3] and Clear [13]. Once
an L2 miss reaches the head of the ROB, a checkpoint of
the register file is recorded at the point just before the load.
Then, we place a predicted value in the destination reg-
ister of the load and continue execution as a speculative
epoch. By retiring the load with a speculative value, for-
ward progress can be made while waiting for the mem-
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Figure 3: AMP with MLP Design Space

ory operation to complete. Once the L2 miss completes,
the processor checks the actual value with the predicted
one; and, if the prediction was correct, we exit the spec-
ulative epoch. If the load’s value was incorrect, execu-
tion is restored to the checkpoint, the value predictor ta-
bles are updated, and the processor resumes from the mis-
predicted load instruction. In order to avoid recovery in
the case of a successful prediction, the L1 cache buffers
the speculative state [3]. We will refer to this basic strat-
egy as Checkpointed L2 Miss Processing with Value Pre-
diction(CLP+VP). CLP+VP supports making predictions
on multiple outstanding loads, but, only one checkpoint
is kept, so any misprediction results in rolling back the
entire speculative epoch back to the first predicted load
value. Therefore, we adopt CAVA’s mechanisms to pre-
vent aggressive speculative execution through loads which
are value predicted with low confidence.

Figure 2(b) shows the CLP+VP architecture with the re-
quired Speculative Data Cache [3]. In addition, the OPB
is the Outstanding Prediction Buffer. It tracks all outstand-
ing predictions, and if the prediction does not match, the
Recovery and Rollback logic is triggered.

3 MLP Design Trade-offs on an AMP
In this section, we investigate how best to integrate high

MLP techniques in an AMP. As a motivational discussion,
consider the systems shown in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows
a Asymmetric CMP similar to that proposed by Kumar et
al. [14] but we assume that a base core design is optimized
for different issue-widths. We are primarily interested in
answering two related questions. (1) is there a core pref-
erence when implementing an MLP technique? In other
words, are MLP techniques heterogeneous and should be
integrated on particular cores, or should we integrate the
technique throughout the entire chip (homogeneously). In-
tegrating a technique on every core is preferable only when
it offers compelling advantages, given design effort and
validation costs. Figure 3(b) shows the case where all cores
receive the high MLP technique.

To answer these questions, we divide the analysis into
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Label Configuration
Core4 4-wide 3GHz Core
Core2 2-wide 3.6GHz Core
Core1 1-wide 4.5GHz Core

Core2 CLP+VP 2-wide 3.6GHz Core with CLP+VP
Core4 CLP+VP 4-wide 3GHz Core with CLP+VP
SCE CLP+VP 4-wide 3GHz Core+2-wide 3.6GHz CLP+VP core

Table 1: Asymmetric Core Configurations

two parts in the following sections. First, we investigate
core preference for regions of code with a large L2 miss
rate. This establishes baseline performance for the cores
considered in our study. For every configuration looked at
we used Fabscalar [5] for a logic synthesis of the entire
processor in order to measure frequencies and power, we
then use SESC [24] for our simulations. The core config-
urations are described in Table 1 however more details on
our experimental setup can be found in Section 5.1.
3.1 Exploring MLP Potential on Different Core

Widths
In this section, we investigate the behavior of our base-

line AMP design in code regions sensitive to MLP tech-
niques. Our goal is to establish a relationship between core
performance on a code region and suitability for exploiting
MLP in the same region. To establish enough data points
to draw a strong conclusion about potential for MLP and
core preference, we extract code regions of 10K instruc-
tions from a dynamic trace of the SPEC CPU 2000 applica-
tions and bin these regions according to their L2 miss rate.
Hence, for a wide range of applications, we can average out
behavior based solely on potential for MLP.

Figure 4 plots the performance of the Core2 and Core1
designs normalized to the Core4 design. The dashed lines
are forcing all cores to run at the same frequency, while
solid lines are taking frequency explicitly into account.
Each point on the y-axis is calculated by summing the exe-
cution time of all code regions for the L2 miss count speci-
fied on the x-axis as measured on each core. This execution
time is then used to calculate speedup relative to Core4. As
a result each bin on the x-axis indicates a different L2 miss
rate (L2 misses/10K instructions). In this analysis, we pre-
sume that regions with higher miss rates will have more po-
tential for MLP. Since these cores have no additional MLP
technique, they are not exploiting the MLP available from
out-of-order execution.

The clear advantage goes to Core4 across the entire MLP
continuum under the same frequency. The relative perfor-
mance gap is larger for low MLP and narrows significantly
at higher MLP potential. This narrowing is the result of sig-
nificantly less ILP in regions of many L2 misses, thereby
eliminating Core4’s primary advantage.

When considering frequency, rather than maintaining a
significant advantage across the continuum, Core4 loses its
advantage over Core2 for L2 miss rates above 10 per re-
gion. Furthermore, Core4 is no longer competitive with
Core2 for high miss rates above 90 per region and not
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competitive with Core1 above 100 misses. Since the fre-
quent L2 misses prevent the wider core from leveraging its
greater width for more ILP, the higher frequency cores are
able to process instructions faster. However, the frequency
advantage of Core1 is not enough to overcome the higher
IPC of Core2; hence, Core2 always outperforms Core1. In
between 10 misses and 90 misses per region, there is no
clear winner when comparing Core4 and Core2 but we will
consider Core2 winner due to power savings of a smaller
core.

This analysis is important because it shows that the nar-
rower cores are not only better for power, as previously
reported [14], but can also provide a performance advan-
tage when designed and clocked at their highest frequency.
Even though our design space exploration isn’t perfect,
given the same design team, a 2-wide core will likely be
faster than a 4-wide one. Also, it is clear that core choice is
related to MLP potential. Where there is little to no poten-
tial for MLP, Core4 is undoubtedly the better choice even
with a slower frequency. However, with moderate to high
potential for MLP Core2 is best.
3.2 Exploring CLP+VP On Different Core Widths

We analyze the performance when CLP+VP is added
to each core in the AMP and evaluated it with respect to
MLP potential. In Figure 5, clearly, Core4+CLP+VP is
better than Core4 with as few as 5 misses per region. We
can also observe that Core2+CLP+VP is competitive with
Core4+CLP+VP somewhere between 5 and 10 misses.
From that point on, the designs appear to be equivalent with
Core2+CLP+VP achieving a distinct advantage with more
than 80 misses. CLP+VP eliminates many costly pipeline
stalls due to L2 cache misses, however, high ILP still can-
not be achieved because the MLP technique does not kick
in until the L2 miss has been detected. This will delay the
processing of the load enough to favor narrower cores with
higher frequencies.

4 Symbiotic Core Execution
An AMP design that dynamically leverages the best core

for a region of execution may be advantageous compared to
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an application level policy which waters down the advan-
tage of any particular core over the regions where it is less
effective. We propose incorporating the Core2+CLP+VP
core along with Core4 on an AMP and leveraging fine
grained scheduling in hardware to instantaneously choose
the best core depending on the MLP potential present in
the code. When a MLP technique is needed, execution
switches to Core2+CLP+VP. When an application is not in
a moderate to high MLP region, it executes on the Core4.
We call our proposal Symbiotic Core Execution (SCE).

The term symbiosis is borrowed from biology: two self
sufficient organisms exist symbiotically when they survive
better together than when alone. Symbiosis is a compelling
description because it identifies the cores as being indepen-
dent and capable of working alone, as is often needed in
a multiprocessing environment. However, when prudent,
they can be used together for a greater performance advan-
tage. A key challenge of SCE is efficient scheduling.
4.1 Effective Hardware Scheduling on the MLP

Core
To effectively schedule for MLP, we build our policy

around the observation that L2 misses tend to cluster.
Hence, it is our goal to judiciously schedule work on the
MLP core during regions of many L2 misses and switch
back when the region ends. An effective hardware schedul-
ing policy requires a balance between switching eagerly to
ensure that no region is missed and switching lazily so that
core switching is not invoked on isolated L2 misses nor in-
curs significant overhead.
4.1.1 Eager Switching for Clustered Misses

The first goal of our scheduling policy is to eagerly
switch to the MLP core to exploit regions of clustered
misses. We leverage our analysis from Section 3 to de-
termine the rate of L2 misses needed for the MLP core to
overtake the ILP core. According to Figure 5, on average,
we see the cross over point at 10 L2 misses per 10K instruc-
tions. So, as a heuristic, we assume that we need to observe
misses at that rate for the MLP core to be profitable. We
identify this rate as rmiss. We use rmiss to identify the
minimum number of L2 misses that should be observed in

L2 Misses L2 Misses > rmiss * Ninst

Ninst

MLP Region

Switch

ILP Core

MLP Core
Switch
Penalty

Eager Switching to MLP Core
(a)

ILP Core

MLP Core
Nstay Next

Switch

Nstay

No Misses

Clustered Misses

Lazy Switching to ILP Core
(b)

Figure 6: SCE Scheduling Illustration

a region of Ninst instructions in order to switch cores.
For each contiguous chunk of Ninst instructions, our

scheduler counts the number of misses. If fewer than
Ninst× rmiss misses are observed at the end of the region,
the counter is cleared. As soon as Ninst × rmiss misses
are observed, the application is switched to the MLP core.
Figure 6(a) illustrates this policy.

A key challenge is tuning Ninst. If it is too small,
we will switch every time we see an L2 miss. However,
if Ninst is too large, it increases the likelihood that we
wait too long to switch and miss good scheduling oppor-
tunities. After a series of experiments we concluded that
Ninst = 3000 works well for a variety of applications. As-
suming rmiss = 0.001, this means we are looking for 3 or
more misses in a region to switch to the MLP core. The
hardware cost associated with these counters is very small
and similar mechanisms are already present in current mi-
croprocessors. Note that this miss rate corresponds to the
point in Figure 5 when Core2+CLP+VP becomes the de-
sirable core.
4.1.2 Lazy Switching to Correct Core

Once running on the MLP core, our scheduler evaluates
a) if it was a correct decision to switch and b) when there is
no longer a benefit from MLP. It is important to remain on
Core2+CLP+VP long enough to exploit any MLP. How-
ever, if the decision to switch was erroneous, it is desirable
to catch this mistake quickly before too much time elapses.

Since L2 misses cluster, if the application is entering a
region of clustered misses, we expect an elevated miss rate
If this phenomenon is not observed, it is unlikely there will
be any benefit from the MLP technique. Therefore, we de-
fine Nstay as the number of instructions that must be ex-
ecuted on the MLP core; during that region, an L2 miss
must be observed. If no misses are observed, it is likely
that clustering is not present (or no longer present), and ex-
ecution should return to the wide core. However, if a single
miss is observed, we remain on the core for an extended
execution, Next. At the end of the extended region, we
perform the same evaluation again. Figure 6(b) illustrates
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Frequency 3 GHz 3.6 GHz 4.5 GHz
Fetch Rate 6 4 2
Issue Rate 4 2 1
Retire Rate 4 2 1
ROB 128 96 64
LD/ST Queue 54/38 42/38 36/24
Mem/Int/Fp Units 2/3/2 2/2/2 1/1/1
Area(mm2) 2.513 1.251 0.540
Pipeline: 3-cycle fetch, 1-cycle decode,1-cycle Rename, 1-cycle dispatch,
2-cycle issue,2-cycle issue,1-cycle RegRead, 2-cycle Mem/Int/Fp Units,
1-cycle DataCache, 1-cycle writeback, 1-cycle retire
I L1 Cache: Size=32KB; Assoc=4-way; Line size=64B; RT=2 cycles
Private D L1 Cache: Size=32KB; Assoc=4-way; Line size=64B; RT=2 cycles
L2 Cache: Size=2MB; Assoc=8-way; Line size=64B; RT=10 cycles
Main Memory RT=100 nanosec, Core switching delay=100 cycles
BTB: size=2K; Assoc=2-way
Branch predictor: bimodal size=16K; gshare-11 size=16K;
Branch Mispred. Pen.=14 cycles
H/W Pref.: 16-stream stride prefetcher; hit delay=8 cycles; buffer size= 16KB
SCE param.: Nstay=700cycles, rmiss=0.001 and Nexit=3000cycles
CLP+VP configuration: OPB = 128 entries Max. Outs. preds./Instr.=512/3072
BHLV+GLV predictor, table size=4096 entries each

Table 2: Core details. Cycle counts are in processor cycles

this policy. We found that Ninst = 3000, Nstay = 700 and
Next = 3000 work well.
4.2 Operating System Interaction

OS view of cores. We assume that the chip can operate in
two modes. In SCE mode, we assume that the OS sees one
logical core and hardware can initiate context switching
among the symbiotic cores. In the case where two threads
are waiting to execute, SCE is disabled, and the OS has a
view of two available cores. Scheduling is done in a similar
way as [16].

Context Switching. During SCE mode, when hardware
determines the need to switch cores, it stalls the fetch en-
gine. Once the pipeline is empty and all instructions from
the pipeline retire, we context switch between the cores.
We assume a constant delay of 100 cycles to model the
latency for copying registers from one core to the other.
Once the context switch is finished, we resume execution
on the new core. Our simulations modeled behaviors such
as cache warm-up penalty, effects on the TLB, and branch
predictor due to switching cores. These costs are modeled
separately from the 100 cycle register copy penalty.

5 Evaluation of SCE
5.1 Experimental Setup

To evaluate our AMP proposal we used SESC [24] an
execution-driven simulator, and compiled SPEC2000 ap-
plications using a MIPS cross compiler built from GCC
4.4 [11]. We also used the FabScalar framework [5] to
weigh the cost of different superscalar designs in terms of
clock period, area, and power (static and dynamic). The
FabScalar framework can be used to synthesize Verilog
models of arbitrary superscalar processors, where each su-
perscalar processor can be customized in terms of pipeline
ways (width of the processor) and sizes of the memory
structures within a stage.

Since a superscalar processor makes use of many
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specialized and highly-ported RAMs/CAMs/FIFOs (e.g.,
physical register file, rename map table, issue queue, load-
store queue, active-list etc.), we are also using the register
file compiler from the FabScalar framework. The register
file compiler uses custom layouts of multi-ported bit-cells
and peripheral circuits to generate memory structures and
characterize their access times and power consumption by
doing SPICE level simulation.

We used Synopsis Design Compiler C2005.09-SP3 and
placed-and-routed with Cadence SoC Encounter V7.1, us-
ing the FreePDK OpenAccess 45nm Standard Cell Li-
brary [28] to synthesize our different designs in order to
estimate timing.

Table 2 shows the SESC configuration parameters used
for the Core4, Core2, Core1, and CLP+VP configurations.
Labels used in the graphs are explained in Table 1.
5.2 Performance

Figure 7 shows the speedups of CLP+VP described in
Section 2.2 over Core4, our base case. We see that SCE
with CLP+VP delivers a geometric mean speedup of 1.13
for SPECint applications and 1.20 for SPECfp over Core4.

Looking at individual benchmarks we see that applu,
equake, mcf, mgrid, swim, and wupwise benefit from SCE
utilizing the CLP+VP core for MLP regions and the high
ILP core for the other regions. SCE scheduling yields
higher performance than any of the cores on their own. For
benchmarks with no benefits we see that they are character-
ized by low L2 miss rates.Finally, crafty and vortex, which
have a slight degradation do not benefit from CLP+VP
technique indicating that these benchmarks have no ex-
ploitable MLP regions.

When comparing to a single core with the CLP+VP tech-
nique, we see that our technique is better. SCE CLP+VP’s
speedup of 1.13 and 1.20 for SPECint and SPECfp ap-
plications, respectively, are higher than CLP+VP’s, 1.09
and 1.10. The benefits come from the faster 2-wide
CLP+VP core achieving better performance than the 4-
wide CLP+VP for high MLP regions.
5.3 Power and Energy Delay2

Figure 8(a) shows the power consumption for each de-
sign we evaluated. This includes the static and dynamic
power for the occupied core and the static power from the
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Figure 8: Power and Energy Delay2 for Core4

core not used. Caches remain active for the entire execu-
tion, and so we modeled the static and dynamic power dur-
ing the entire execution for regular accesses and invalida-
tions triggered by the coherence protocol. As we can see,
our SCE CLP+VP design consumes less power compared
to Core4+CLP+VP by a geometric mean of 9% and 19%
for SPECint and SPECfp, respectively. SCE however, does
require more power than Core2+CLP+VP but this is a di-
rect consequence of using Core4 to accelerate non MLP
regions.

Overall, SCE is power efficient despite the added MLP
core. The main reason is because the L2 Cache constitutes
more than half the total chip area, and thus contributes the
most to the total static and dynamic power consumed. The
second reason is that the dynamic power consumed by the
4-wide core is significantly higher than the dynamic power
consumed by a 2-wide core. During regions where exe-
cution is on the MLP core the dynamic power difference
compensates for the extra static power added for the MLP
core.

Figure 8(b) displays the energy delay2 for each config-
uration. Overall, SCE with CLP+VP reduces the energy
delay2 by 27% and 28% for SPECint and SPECfp over
Core4. When compared to the Core4+CLP+VP design,
it is reduced by 10% and 25% for SPECint and SPECfp,
respectively. Note that equake and swim are particular ad-
vantageous when considering energy delay2 because their
higher performance offsets their higher power. On the other
hand, we see that crafty, vortex, and vpr, which do not ben-
efit from CLP+VP in performance, have a slightly worse
energy delay2 over Core4 due to the added core’s static
power and the added instructions executed.
5.4 Switching Overhead

Table 3 displays details on the switching overhead for
our SCE proposal. The Overhead column indicates the
overhead due to switching cores over the total execution.

Total
Benchmark Overhead StallCore4 StallCLP+VP Switch
ammp 2.02% 61.81% 15.56% 22.63%
applu 0.22% 51.81% 19.64% 28.55%
bzip2 0.42% 32.22% 24.92% 42.86%
crafty 0.06% 33.05% 11.23% 55.72%
equake 7.30% 67.86% 10.88% 21.26%
gap 9.21% 42.55% 25.82% 31.62%
gzip 0.70% 44.17% 33.49% 22.33%
mcf 8.48% 68.78% 6.90% 24.32%
mesa 6.45% 35.76% 22.58% 41.66%
mgrid 1.37% 10.31% 19.00% 70.69%
parser 6.07% 55.25% 14.61% 30.14%
swim 2.03% 45.60% 20.25% 34.15%
twolf 0.15% 61.37% 13.67% 24.97%
vortex 1.56% 58.32% 14.73% 26.95%
vpr 0.25% 44.54% 19.27% 36.19%
wupwise 8.59% 81.75% 12.64% 5.61%

Table 3: Overhead Breakdown: Total Overhead of switch-
ing over entire execution and percentage of overhead spent
flushing pipeline and switching cores

The sources of overhead can be split into flushing the
pipeline of a core in order to switch execution and then
copying the register file from core to core. In this table,
we have marked StallCore4 and StallCLP+VP as the time
spent waiting to flush the pipeline during a switching de-
cision. Finally, Switch is the time copying the register file
over to the other core. We see that flushing the pipeline is
a significant overhead. More specifically we see that for
mcf and equake this overhead composes more than 80% of
the total overhead. This is due to the increase in L2 misses
needed to be serviced before switching. An interesting fact
is that switching from the CLP+VP core back to the ILP is
faster since the core is not as wide and has fewer in-flight
instructions. One more source of overhead is the invali-
dation of shared cache lines that are a result of switching
cores. We have not measured this, but we modeled it in our
simulations.

6 Related Work
6.1 Memory Level Parallelism

Although we are in the era of CMP, sequential per-
formance is important. Lots of research has focused on
designing processors addressing the memory wall issue
by increasing the programs MLP. Prefetching in the form
of helper threads is a technique used to extract MLP
[6, 32, 25, 18, 9]. Execution of the helper thread is done
in-parallel on a SMT, or on a separate core for CMP archi-
tectures.

Other techniques focus on increasing the window size
by unblocking the pipeline on cache misses, increasing the
MLP [17, 27, 7]. In these techniques long-latency oper-
ations (and dependent instructions) are removed from the
scheduling window and inserted to buffers, thus freeing re-
sources. When the latency is resolved the instructions are
reinserted into the scheduling window.
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Runahead execution [19, 8], CAVA [3], and Clear [13]
tolerate the long latency of L2 misses by retiring the load
instruction when it reaches the head of the ROB and contin-
uing execution despite the fact that the load has not com-
pleted. This is done by using a value prediction. When
the memory request returns it re-executes the instructions
or if the value was correct continue execution. Chou et al.
[4] evaluates the effectiveness of out-of-order execution on
MLP compared to in-order processors as well as the effec-
tiveness of value predictors, branch predictors and runa-
head execution in enabling the extraction of more MLP.
Our work contributes to how an MLP technique could be
added to an AMP.

For our MLP core we implement a technique which is
like CAVA along with optimizations proposed for Runa-
head. We picked a runahead like MLP technique because
it does not require any modification to the binary. The
hardware modifications also require significantly less de-
sign effort (modify cache modules) over a technique like
CFP which modifies the processor pipeline. We picked
a CAVA-like implementation instead of Runahead due to
the benefits of Value Prediction on the load miss. This can
avoid rollback and provide power savings.
6.2 Asymmetric Chip Multiprocessors

Asymmetric Chip Multi-Processor designs have been
proposed as a solution to achieve higher performance per
watt ratio for executing a wider range of applications
[14, 16, 1, 29]. This doesn’t always result to an im-
proved performance over a homogeneous system for single
threaded applications. Given the same area previous pro-
posals [29, 1, 16, 26] achieve performance improvements
when scheduling between cores at the multi-application or
multi-thread level. No previous proposal has suggested
that fine grain scheduling can achieve performance bene-
fits, while only using one core at a time and running one
version of the application, which is what our scheme pro-
vides.

Recent work on AMPs designed for MLP is presented
by Pericas et al. [22]. In this work, an AMP design is com-
posed of a fast cache core and a small in-order memory core
to exploit high and low locality code respectively. By cou-
pling the cores together an increased instruction execution
window is created. Our approach is different in that the ILP
and MLP cores are fully functional cores which can work
independently if needed. Execution of threads is always
on one core rather than spread across cores. Architectural
Contesting [20] is another AMP proposal that uses a slip-
stream paradigm [23] to speed up sequential performance.
Our approach is different since we use one thread of the
application executing on one core, however both papers try
to exploit phases at a fine grain level. Another slipstream
paradigm using AMPs is presented in [10] where one core
is of reduced complexity and the other is the correctness
core. The reduced-core executes speculatively optimized

code, which works as a value and branch predictor to the
correctness core. This approach, however, requires recom-
pilation of the application to create a reduced version of the
program that will run on the reduced complexity core. The
reduced complexity core is also not an independent func-
tioning core. We do not need recompilation for our scheme,
and both cores can function independently.

Another multi-core design for MLP is described in dual-
core execution [30], where we have two homogeneous
cores, coupled together with a forwarding queue to form
a larger instruction execution window. The first core ex-
ecutes the instructions and when a long latency stall oc-
curs, an invalid value is used to prevent the cache miss
from blocking the pipeline. When instructions retire from
the front processor, they are inserted into a queue and
forwarded to the second processor. The front processor,
besides providing the correct (due to resolving branches)
instructions stream, acts as a warm up for the cache by
prefetching data. In this proposal every instruction is ex-
ecuted twice and requires both cores on at the same time
during the entire execution.

7 Conclusion
Main memory latency is still a significant performance

limiting factor in today’s systems. Asymmetric Multicore
Processors(AMPs) offer a unique opportunity to exploit
MLP by incorporating techniques onto customized cores
specifically designed to exploit it. Using a detailed model
of cores accurate enough to calculate detailed timing and
power characteristics, we determined that narrower cores,
in our case a 2-wide issue width, were more effective at
exploiting Checkpointed L2 Miss Processing than a wider
4-wide issue core — providing better performance and en-
ergy efficiency across the MLP continuum.

We leveraged this finding to support Symbiotic Core Ex-
ecution on an AMP. SCE is an effective scheduling mech-
anism because it allows MLP regions to exploit the higher
performance and better power efficiency of the customized
core while still leveraging the high ILP core during re-
gions with little to no MLP. Using SCE, we achieve per-
formance improvements of 4% and 10% over a single core
MLP technique for SPECint and SPECfp with a maximum
speedup of 19.5%, while at the same time reducing the en-
ergy delay2 by 10% and 25%.
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